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LEGAL POINT OF SALE ACCURACY
In a typical Alaskan plant processing 5,000,000 pounds
of Salmon in a season with a 1/2 percent error in 
purchase weight of fish amounts to about $50,000; 
overweights come off the bottom line and underweights 
have led to lawsuits.

Government regulations require accurate weighing of 
any product purchased by weight. Accuracy 
requirements are usually 0.5% of full scale for an installed 
scale. The only fast and reliable method of doing this is 
a RYCO Batchweigh system.

The RYCO Batchweigh systems are based upon the 
proven RYCO #830 Batchweigh Electronic Scale 
controller.

THREE METHODS HAVE PROVEN SUCCESSFUL:

1. PUSH TO DUMP HOPPER:
When the weigh hopper is full, the feed stops 
automatically. The scale gets a stable and accurate 
weight then waits for the operator to press the dump 
button to dump the hopper, scale retares, the feed 
resumes.

2. ACCUMULATE/WEIGH HOPPERS:
An accumulation hopper feeds the weigh hopper. When
the weigh hopper reaches the preset weight, the 
accumulator hopper door closes, and the fish are held in
the accumulate hopper until the scale completes its 
weigh/dump/retare cycle, then feed resumes 
automatically.

3. FEED CONVEYOR/WEIGH HOPPER:
Similar to the above except a feed conveyor replaces 
the accumulation hopper.

All systems feature stainless steel scale platforms, 
stainless steel load transducers, aluminum or stainless 
hoppers, and brass air cylinders.

Weighing rates can reach 200,000 pounds per hour
depending of feed rates and hopper sizes.

One RYCO system at Dutch Harbor was installed and
calibrated in two days by plant mechanics. It has 
weighed over 800,000 pounds to certified legal 
accuracy without problems of any kind.
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